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Solicitation 21-750-007 - Monthly Produce - April & May 2021

Buying Organization Poudre School District

No Question/Answer Question Date

Q1 Question: P100380 -Tomatoes, Red/Pink

Is this item a round or Roma tomato?

Answer: It is a round slicing tomato.

03/01/2021

Q2 Question: Alternte pack sizes -

Is it an option to submit alternate pack sizes?  The bell peppers are listed as 1lbs packs and we can

provide a better value with a 5lbs pack due to the current price of cardboard.

Answer: The pricing submittal form Exhibit A has columns for alternate case sizes and prices.  We

usually get the  peppers in bulk - 25lb case and our warehouse packages them in increments of a lb.

5lb packaging will not work for us.

03/02/2021

Q3 Question: P200100 - Broccoli Crowns

Do you have a spec on the size of the crown for this skew?  Is this a full crown or a 3lbs bag of florets?

Answer: It is a 3lb bag of florets.

03/02/2021

Q4 Question: District's COVID-19 protocol

Is it possible to receive a detailed document outlining the District's COVID-19 protocols?

Answer: This information can be found on the District website.

03/05/2021

Q5 Question: Repack box variance

May we receive a variance to use Sysco/FreshPoint branded boxes for all items requiring repacking?

Answer: As long as the expiration date is clearly found on the packaging for each item.

03/05/2021

Q6 Question: Delivered case size

Is the expectation that FreshPoint will ship individual cases in 1lbs, 2lbs, 3lbs, 5lbs, 1/2 case, and each

quantities or will full cases be shipped by FreshPoint and split by District personnel?

Answer: For items like carrots, celery, broccoli, salad mix, romaine etc.  the district will be purchasing

an entire case - ie - baby carrots - 8 - 5lb bags/case  - bell peppers 25lb cases or similar.

03/05/2021

Q7 Question: P200142 - Asparagus size

What is the required size on this item?  Standard, large, extra large, or jumbo?

Answer: Standard size.

03/05/2021
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